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Abstract: Compression ignition engines will still be predominant in the naval sector: their high
efficiency, high torque, and heavy weight perfectly suit the demands and architecture of ships.
Nevertheless, recent emission legislations impose limitations to the pollutant emissions levels in this
sector as well. In addition to post-treatment systems, it is necessary to reduce some pollutant species,
and, therefore, the study of combustion strategies and new fuels can represent valid paths for limiting
environmental harmful emissions such as CO2. The use of methane in dual fuel mode has already
been implemented on existent vessels, but the progressive decarbonization will lead to the utilization
of carbon-neutral or carbon-free fuels such as, in the last case, hydrogen. Thanks to its high reactivity
nature, it can be helpful in the reduction of exhaust CH4. On the contrary, together with the high
temperatures achieved by its oxidation, hydrogen could cause uncontrolled ignition of the premixed
charge and high emissions of NOx. As a matter of fact, a source of ignition is still necessary to have
better control on the whole combustion development. To this end, an optimal and specific injection
strategy can help to overcome all the before-mentioned issues. In this study, three-dimensional
numerical simulations have been performed with the ANSYS Forte® software (version 19.2) in an
8.8 L dual fuel engine cylinder supplied with methane, hydrogen, or hydrogen–methane blends with
reference to experimental tests from the literature. A new kinetic mechanism has been used for the
description of diesel fuel surrogate oxidation with a set of reactions specifically addressed for the low
temperatures together with the GRIMECH 3.0 for CH4 and H2. This kinetics scheme allowed for the
adequate reproduction of the ignition timing for the various mixtures used. Preliminary calculations
with a one-dimensional commercial code were performed to retrieve the initial conditions of CFD
calculations in the cylinder. The used approach demonstrated to be quite a reliable tool to predict
the performance of a marine engine working under dual fuel mode with hydrogen-based blends at
medium load. As a result, the system modelling shows that using hydrogen as fuel in the engine can
achieve the same performance as diesel/natural gas, but when hydrogen totally replaces methane,
CO2 is decreased up to 54% at the expense of the increase of about 76% of NOx emissions.

Keywords: dual fuel; CFD; marine engine; hydrogen

1. Introduction

Marine transportation offers several advantages such as large carrying capacity, high
safety, and low operating costs compared to other modes of transportation. However,
despite these benefits, the significant emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate
matter (PM), and sulfur oxides (SOx) from marine diesel engines have resulted in serious
environmental pollution in ports and coastal areas [1]. Usually, the quality of the fuel
used in marine applications is lower than that used in automotive ones, and this favors
pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions. As a matter of fact, several studies indicated that
ship emissions, including NOx, SO2, and CO2, account for 15%, 4–9%, and 2.7% of global
emissions, respectively [2]. For this reason, to limit pollutants in air and sea, even more
stringent international regulations in the naval field are mandatory. In particular, merchant
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ships are subject to International Maritime Organization (IMO) regulations. The legislation
defines NOx and SOx emission limits for diesel engine exhaust gases as a function of the
engine speed and fuel sulfur content. The IMO has established emission standards known
as Tier I, Tier II, and Tier III standards. The Tier I standards were initially defined in the 1997
version of Annex VI, while the Tier II/III standards were introduced through amendments
in 2008. Tier I and Tier II emission limits are imposed at a global level, while the Tier III
standards are enforced within designated Emission Control Areas (ECAs) [3,4]. An ECA
can be established to regulate emissions of SOx and PM, NOx, or all three types of emissions
from ships. Table 1 provides the NOx emission limits set by MARPOL Annex VI for marine
diesel engines with a power output exceeding 130 kW, based on engine speed.

Table 1. The permissible NOx emission limits according to the MARPOL convention Annex VI
function of engine speed [rpm] [5].

Tier Date
NOx Limits [g/kWh]

n < 130 130 ≤ n < 2000 n ≥ 2000

Tier I 2000 17.0 45 × n−0.2 9.8
Tier II 2011 14.4 44 × n−0.23 7.7
Tier III 2016 3.4 9 × n−0.2 1.96

IMO set a further reduction of such emissions for 2025, and in order to meet such
increasingly stringent regulations, three primary strategies are employed on marine diesel
engines: exhaust gas aftertreatment, in-cylinder purification, and fuel technologies.

Exhaust gas aftertreatment techniques have proved to be effective in reducing emis-
sions without significant impact on engine power and fuel economy. Selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) systems are utilized to decrease nitrogen oxide emissions on various ship
engines [6], while diesel particulate filters (DPF) are employed to remove particulate matter
emissions [7]. However, since usually marine engines burn heavy fuel oils (HFOs), which
contain high concentrations of sulfur, such devices must be made of resistant materials. For
these reasons, larger vessels often incorporate scrubbers as aftertreatment devices to effec-
tively reduce sulfur oxide emissions as well [8]. In terms of in-cylinder purification, this
approach aims mainly to optimize combustion and reduce emissions [9], i.e., the addition of
water [10], and the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) [11,12]. Finally, clean fuels, in different
proportions, play a crucial role in emissions reduction [13]. Currently, the main commer-
cially available alternative fuels for marine diesel engines include biodiesel [14], natural
gas [15,16], and methanol [17]. Nevertheless, the use of such fuels should be implemented
with as few changes as possible on the existing engines to avoid high costs. Therefore, fuel
technologies are the third path to follow for the emissions reduction in marine applications.

Ship engines operating in dual fuel (DF) mode stand out as one of the most promising
solutions for implementing alternative fuels in the maritime industry [18]. Indeed, it is
widely employed in various types of vessels, such as liquefied natural gas (LNG) carriers,
container ships, and Ro-Ro ships [19]. One of the possible configurations foresees to
deliver the alternative “primary” fuel to the intake ports or cylinders for combustion. In
addition, a second fuel, referred to as the “pilot” or “secondary” fuel (usually diesel fuel),
is introduced in the combustion chamber in small quantities to aid the starting of the
combustion of the primary fuel. Although DF technology has become firmly established
in naval applications, studies are still conducted today to improve the performance of the
engines [20]. Indeed, DF engines are usually affected by unburned methane in the exhaust
(methane slip) due to the incomplete combustion of this species, which features a high
global warming potential (GWP) [21]. In order to mitigate such a phenomenon, EGR [22]
and an effective management of the start of injection (SOI) of the fuel directly introduced in
the combustion chamber [23] can be valid solutions.

Valladolid et al. [24] carried out an experimental campaign on an 8.8 L single-cylinder
Wärtsilä 20DF engine to deepen the knowledge on the interaction between the primary
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fuel and highly reactive one used to ignite the mixture. In particular, they investigated the
ignition characteristics of diesel fuel in NG-air mixtures by evaluating the link between
the SOI and the effective start of combustion (SOC). Altinkurt et al. [25] compared the
effects of single and split pilot injection, showing that for early injection strategies, a single
injection can be beneficial for the combustion development, enabling a more homogeneous
distribution of temperature inside the cylinder and a more uniform oxidation of methane.
Cong et al. [26] evaluated the effect of a post-injection strategy of the pilot fuel. They
demonstrated that with an optimized delayed post-injection, it is possible to minimize the
NOx, avoiding a significant loss of performance. Yu et al. [27] investigated the performance
and emissions of a marine low-speed, two-stroke engine by varying the direct natural gas
(NG) injection timing from 8◦BTDC to 2◦BTDC. As per usual for diesel injection, a more
advanced injection of NG as well leads to the enhancement of thermal efficiency and power
and lower CH4 emissions but an increase of NOx.

Among the range of primary fuels available, hydrogen is gaining considerable atten-
tion in the automotive field due to its potential for low carbon emissions. In particular,
the sustainability of compression ignition engines can be improved considerably [28,29].
Therefore, to mainly reduce CH4 in the exhaust, the maritime sector is going down the same
path [30]. Consequently, some research attempts are directing their efforts towards the
study of diesel and hydrogen combustion in marine engines for dual fuel applications. In
order to avoid knocking and abnormal combustion events, Abdelhameed and Tashima [31]
evaluated the performance of methane–hydrogen blends as the primary fuel in a marine
diesel engine. Since the mixture of hydrogen and methane was directly injected, they also
tested different injection pressures. The addition of H2 leads to a reduced jet penetration, an
increased in-cylinder pressure, and an improved combustion efficiency, which means fewer
unburned hydrocarbons (UHC). Hydrogen engines working in dual-fuel mode seem to
have the same or better overall performance in terms of efficiencies, power, and emissions,
with a high hydrogen fraction [32,33]. Due to the demands for high power densities and
low CO2 for future shipping, hydrogen-enriched fuel engines for maritime applications
can be an important topic of research. Together with hydrogen, another carbon-neutral fuel
such as ammonia is expected to be a valid option for future low-carbon shipping, although
an increase in NOx with respect to other fuels has been observed [28].

The aim of the CFD study carried out in the present paper is to numerically investigate
the performance and emissions of an 8.8 L dual fuel cylinder Wärtsilä 20DF engine. Starting
from the experimental data obtained from Reference [24], the numerical model has been
calibrated for methane–diesel dual fuel case study. Due to the lack of complete experimental
data on dual fuel diesel/methane enriched with hydrogen or diesel/hydrogen operation
for medium and large bore engines, the aim and the novelty of this work are to analyse the
behavior of these alternative solutions, which means several hydrogen–methane blends,
including the extreme case of 100% H2; therefore, establishing the actual limits in terms of
pollutant formation is necessary.

The authors of the present work already have experience in 3D numerical simulations
concerning dual fuel engines, using natural gas (or methane) on light-duty [34] and heavy-
duty engines [35] for different operating conditions of load and speed [36,37]. Instead, the
more recent activity has been addressed to the study of hydrogen–methane blends [38,39].

The main difficulties of a DF CFD numerical analysis are related to the correct de-
scription of the oxidation of all the fuels involved in the combustion process. Indeed, it is
necessary to utilize a kinetic mechanism and a combustion model capable of simulating
the different phases of the dual fuel combustion, especially the autoignition of diesel fuel,
which is responsible for the ignition of the primary fuel. It should also be considered that
hydrogen has demonstrated a tendency for abnormal combustion events [40]. Moreover,
the choice of the diesel surrogate often depends on the application investigated; in litera-
ture, researchers mainly use n-heptane (n-C7H16) [41,42], while the liquid properties can be
represented by tetradecane (C14H30) [43]. However, all agree that the best-suited models
for the description of atomization are the Kelvin–Helmholtz and Rayleigh–Taylor (KHRT).
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Nevertheless, following their previous studies [35,36,39] in which the authors used
n-dodecane (n-C12H26), in this work, a new kinetic mechanism is introduced by merging
the scheme proposed by Ranzi et al. [44] for n-C12H26 oxidation with particular attention to
the reactions occurring at low temperature, and the well-known GRIMECH 3.0 to account
for the oxidation of the gaseous fuels (both CH4 and H2).

In the present investigation, the combustion evolution is studied in a medium dis-
placement marine engine with several percentages of hydrogen substitution: 10%, 30%,
50%, 60%, and 100%. Starting from a reference case from literature, an integrated 0D/3D
methodology was used to obtain the information about pressure and combustion develop-
ment for the 100% CH4 case. A new kinetics mechanism was introduced to fairly describe
the different phases of dual combustion, suitable for methane, hydrogen, and their blends
when used as the primary fuel. Results demonstrate that an increasing hydrogen amount
has positive effects on the reduction of CO2 and unburned hydrocarbon emissions. On
the contrary, without the utilization of EGR and abatement systems, nitrogen oxides can
dramatically exceed the current regulations.

2. Methodology

The authors utilized a numerical methodology based on 1D–3D modelling with the
aim to predict the combustion development and emissions formation by varying the low
reaction fuels amount through several CH4/H2 blend ratios and deepening the inter-
action between the high-reactivity (HRF) and the low-reactivity fuels (LRF) during the
ignition process.

The investigation can be divided in two phases:

• At first, a one-dimensional software based on thermo-fluid dynamics is used as a tool
to recreate the behavior of the overall engine. Indeed, the one-dimensional code can
perform several test cases by varying different engine parameters, and it can be used
to provide the initial conditions to the CFD model for a more detailed in-cylinder
study of the cases considered more significant. This approach was already used by the
authors as it has demonstrated to be robust and reliable [45]. The reference case for
engine calibration burns natural gas as LRF.

• Once the necessary information has been obtained, the 3D calculation, performed
with closed valves, allows for carrying out interesting results, such as the in-cylinder
fuel vapor, temperature, and burning rate distributions, to better understand the
mechanisms which govern the combustion phenomenon. As known, only a detailed
CFD calculation can allow an investigation on the processes taking place inside the
cylinder, especially in dual fuel operation where the adoption of two fuels with
different physical and chemical properties makes the combustion process challenging
to model, as extensively reported in scientific literature. Starting from the reference
case with only natural gas as LRF, an increasing amount of hydrogen was introduced
in different percentages, reducing the methane energy supply and investigating the
effects of H2 substitution ratio on the engine parameters and emissions.

The 1D numerical model was calibrated starting from experimental data available
in literature on the W20DF engine by Wärtsilä. For this purpose, the papers [24,46] were
taken as reference. The engine geometric characteristics, the valve timing, the operating
conditions (medium load), and fuels properties are reported in Tables 2–5, respectively.

Table 2. Engine specifications [24].

Engine Type Stroke [cm] Bore [cm] Displacement
Volume [cm3]

Volume at
TDC [cm3] Compression Ratio

DF, 4-stroke,
turbocharged, 6 cylinders

in line, 4 valves
28 20 8796 710 13.4:1
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Table 3. Valve timing [24].

IVO IVC EVO EVC SOI

365◦BTDC 215◦ BTDC 145◦ ATDC 350◦ ATDC 15◦ BTDC

Table 4. Engine operating conditions at medium load [24].

Engine Speed
[rpm]

Gross BMEP
[bar]

Diesel Injection Timing
[CAD BTDC]

Diesel Injection Pressure
[bar] Intake Pressure[bar]

1000 10 15 1700 1.85

Table 5. Fuel data [24].

Diesel Mass
[mg/Cycle]

NG Mass
[mg/Cycle]

Diesel LHV
[MJ/kg]

NG LHV
[MJ/kg]

RP
[%] Global ER

50 328 43.1 48.1 88 0.5

As said, the set of parameters listed in Table 4 refer to a medium load case. Moreover,
the RP parameter reported in Table 5 indicates the premixed ratio, i.e., the energetic
contribution of the primary fuel with respect to the total one, and it is defined as it follows:

RP =
mp f LHVp f

mp f LHVp f + ms f LHVs f
·100

where mpf and msf are the masses of the primary and the secondary fuel, respectively.
For this case, valid for the calibration of the model, the primary fuel is the LRF, and the
secondary ones is HRF. The value of 0.5 of the global equivalence ratio (Table 5) takes into
account both fuels.

It is important to highlight that with respect to the characteristics of the fuels reported
in the cited papers [24,46], MK1 diesel and natural gas, the authors used n-dodecane and
pure methane that do not feature the same exact properties. Therefore, these differences do
not allow for careful reproduction of the experimental data, but the purpose of the authors
was exclusively to get the main information on the combustion timing and development
under specific operating conditions.

2.1. One-Dimensional Calculations

In order to obtain the pressure and temperature at the intake valve closure as initial
conditions for 3D calculations, a single-cylinder 0D/1D model of the W20DF naval engine
was implemented using commercial software. Its validation has been carried out against
the trends of the release of heat as no in-cylinder pressure results were available from
References [24,46]. In the model, the supercharging was considered by setting an intake
pressure of 1.85 bar as reported in Table 4. The external temperature was adjusted to obtain
the global equivalence ratio of 0.5. A back pressure of 2 bar was imposed on the exhaust
duct. Since in References [24,46], no data are provided regarding the dimensions of ducts
and junctions, these have been set based on the previous experience on a light-duty engine
with a bore of 84 cm, reported in [45]. In particular, all the components have been scaled
based on the ratio of the bores of the engine under investigation in this paper and the
previous one: 200/84 = 2.38; therefore, an approximate multiplicative value of 2.5 was
applied. Finally, the most appropriate orientation for the ducts was set.

Diesel pilot is directly injected in the cylinder while natural gas is injected in the intake
manifold with a mass flow rate of 9.85 kg/h and with the following timing: start of methane
injection at 330◦ BTDC and duration of 60◦, i.e., up to 270◦ BTDC.

The Woschni correlation was used to model the heat transfer [47]. An axisym-
metric swirl flow sub-model, which is a simple model that imposes a centered swirl
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within the cylinder, was used to model the turbulence. This flow model accounts for the
bowl dimensions.

In regards to the combustion process, the Multi-Wiebe Fitting Tool was used. This al-
lows for reading the combustion profiles taken from References [24,46] and for determining
the correct parameters for the fitting of a non-predictive double zone Multi-Wiebe com-
bustion sub-model such that it accurately recreates the combustion profile. This approach
enables recreating more advanced and complex combustion profiles, taking into account
various phenomena such as pre-injections, late injection burns, or the burning of different
fuels as they happen in a dual fuel combustion [48,49]. In this paper, the experimental
rates of heat release (ROHR) at medium load for different starts of injections reported in
Reference [24] (Figure 1) were reproduced with the use of the Multi-Wiebe Fitting Tool.
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Specifically, the Multi-Wiebe Fitting Tool allows for splitting the combustion into a
number of multiple stages. The mass fraction burned x (Multi-Wiebe function) and the
burning rate w can be expressed as follows:

x = f1·x1 + f2·x2 + . . . + fN ·xN (1)

w = f1·w1 + f2·w2 + . . . + fN ·wN (2)

where:

xi = 1 − exp

[
ai·
(

θ − θ0i
∆θi

)mi+1
]

, i = 1, . . . , N (3)

wi =
−ai·(mi + 1)

∆θi
·
(

θ − θ0i
∆θi

)mi+1
·exp

[
ai·
(

θ − θ0i
∆θi

)mi+1
]

, i = 1, . . . , N (4)

fi is the amplitude factor of the Wiebe function, which represents the contribution of
each combustion stage to the rate of heat release. The mass fraction burned profile grows
from zero to unity, and the distance between these two conditions is the duration of the
combustion ∆θ. θ0 represents the crank angle at the start of combustion, while a and m are
the efficiency parameter and the form factor, respectively. N is the number of stages of the
Multi-Wiebe function, and for the simulations, the value was set to 3.

The trends of heat release, showed in Figure 1, have been imported into the 1D
software, enabling the derivation of the results for the different values of the SOI; the
in-cylinder pressures obtained by the 1D model are reported in Figure 2.
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In the current work, among the medium-load cases, the one with a SOI = 15◦ BTDC
(from now on, indicated as SOI15) was chosen as the focus of the investigations as it
will also be analysed through 3D numerical simulations. Figure 3 shows a comparison
between experimental ROHR and the numerical chemical heat release for the SOI15 case.
Considering that, due to the high dimensions of the cylinder, the heat losses through walls
seem to not be particularly significative, such a result can be deemed quite satisfactory
in terms of the obtained IMEP, since its value is exactly 10 bar. For this reason, following
the 1D outcomes, the pressure value of 1.66 bar (the consequence of the pressure drop in
the upstream ducts of the engine) and the temperature value of 397 K (effect of charge
heating) obtained at the intake valve closing (Table 3) have been set as initial values for all
the following 3D numerical calculations.
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2.2. CFD Calculations

The 3D numerical simulation tool employed in the present work is the well-known
ANSYS Forte® software, used to compute the governing equations of the fluid as well as
the mass balance, momentum balance, and turbulence effect. In this solver, the flow field
equations are implemented jointly with the fuel injection model and chemical processes.
In particular, the code is internally coupled with the CHEMKIN solver (Version 19.2).
For the study of the combustion process, the simulations were performed with closed
valves and, as said in the previous section, the initial conditions were obtained from 1D
model simulations.
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2.2.1. Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

The geometry of the cylinder was created based on the dimensions reported in Table 2.
To reduce the computation times, only a sector of 40 degrees was considered since the diesel
injector of the W20DF engine was equipped with nine holes and the domain was assumed
as axisymmetric. As displayed in Figure 4a, a simplified bowl geometry was designed. A
mesh sensitivity analysis was carried out, performing simulations on six grids ranging from
28 k to 210 k cells (see Table 6). Based on the results of Figures 5 and 6, and considering the
computational time, the mesh#5 (Figure 4b) was selected for the calculations.
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Table 6. Mesh dimensions.

#Cells at BDC #Cells at TDC Cell Dimension [mm]

Mesh#1 28,000 2100 3.54
Mesh#2 53,000 3600 2.71
Mesh#3 107,000 6400 2.14
Mesh#4 156,000 9000 1.89
Mesh#5 184,000 10,000 1.79
Mesh#6 210,000 11,000 1.71

2.2.2. Chemical Reactions Mechanism

As said before, the fuels used in the investigation differ, albeit slightly, from those
of Reference [24]. Indeed, n-dodecane was used as a diesel surrogate, while for natural
gas, a composition of 100% methane was considered as a surrogate. To simulate the
combustion process, starting from the burning of diesel fuel, the kinetic scheme must
also include a chain of reactions able to describe methane and hydrogen oxidations. In
previous papers [38,39], the scheme proposed by Ra and Reitz [50] for n-dodecane was
added to the well-established GRIMECH mechanism for the methane oxidation. The final
mechanism consisted of 124 species and 660 reactions. Nevertheless, since auto-ignition
chemistry is the key phase in dual fuel combustion development, to better account for the
low temperature reactions of n-C12H26, in the present work, the authors made use of a
different kinetic mechanism that is specifically extended to such a scope [44], as reported
in [51]. Following the same methodology to obtain an extended model that included
reaction mechanisms for diesel/methane/hydrogen blends, the GRIMECH 3.0 was again
merged with the new reduced scheme via the ANSYS Chemkin-Pro® software (version
19.2), obtaining a final kinetic mechanism consisting of 151 species and 2570 reactions. A
significant difference in terms of chemical heat release between the two kinetic mechanisms
was achieved, as is observable in Figure 7, where the delayed ignition obtained with the
old model justifies the necessity to introduce a new chemical reaction mechanism at low
temperatures able to better reproduce the ignition process. The chemical mechanism is
used in a kinetics–turbulence interaction model to deal with the combustion process, while
the RANS (Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes) RNG k-ε model was used to simulate the
turbulence. As known, the equations for the RANS approach are obtained by averaging
the instantaneous balance equations that require a closure turbulence model to deal with
the flow dynamics in combination with a turbulent combustion model to describe chemical
species’ conversion and heat release. The renormalization group RNG k-ε model includes
some additional terms for the dissipation rate development, improving the model accuracy.
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2.2.3. Atomization Model Analysis

The diesel spray atomization and droplet breakup of spray is modelled by the well-
known Kelvin–Helmholtz/Rayleigh–Taylor hybrid breakup model [49], as mentioned in
the Introduction section. This is considered to be the most reliable model to describe the
atomization process in DF combustion. It considers the interaction between aerodynamic
breakup and instabilities due to droplet acceleration.

Among the several parameters present in the model, the results showed a sensitivity
mainly to the KH breakup time scale, which is calculated as follows:

τKH =
3.726 CKHrp

ΛKHΩKH
(5)

where CKH is the time constant of KH breakup, which can be calibrated according to the
operating conditions. Only the KH breakup time constant effect was investigated via the
CKH empirical constant, which is therefore modified, while other constants were kept at
the default values. Indeed, this constant significantly affects the penetration evolutions of
the sprays as reported by Reitz [52] and Brulatout [53]. As a matter of fact, by increasing
the CKH constant value, the primary breakup time is increased, allowing a deeper tip
penetration, and consequently modifying the vapor distribution as well. As shown in
Figure 8, vapor distributions obtained on two cut planes in the cylinder for three different
values of CKH ranging from 5 to 10 look clearly different. A small value (CKH = 5) excessively
reduces the break time and at 9◦ BTDC, no droplets are present. The breakup timing affects
the ignition delay, and consequently, the pressure peaks and the chemical heat releases as
illustrated in Figure 9. The most suitable value to reproduce the results in terms of pressure
and the start of combustion of the 1D model is CKH equal to 7.5. Indeed, as shown in Table 7,
this value of CKH provides an IMEP of 10 bar. In addition, the pressure peak (86.68 bar) is
the closest to the 0D case. This tuning combined with the updated chemical kinetic model
described above allowed for adequately reproducing the start of the ignition.
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Table 7. Values of IMEP and the pressure peak for the different cases.

IMEP [bar] Pressure Peak [bar]

1D 10 86.5
CKH = 5 9.67 77.28

CKH = 7.5 10.00 86.69
CKH = 10 9.91 95.07
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3. Results

The performed calculations envisage a first case with only methane as the low-reacting
fuel and subsequent five cases with methane–hydrogen blends with percentages of hydro-
gen supply varying from 10% to 100% (Table 8).

Table 8. Input data for the cases simulated.

3D Simulations

CH4 [%] 100 90 70 50 40 0
H2 [%] 0 10 30 50 60 100

Inlet total mass [mg] 12,567 12,409 12,104 11,798 11,655 11,037
Mass CH4 [mg] 328.55 295.695 230 164.275 131.42 0
Mass H2 [mg] 0 13.5 40.7 67.8 81.4 135.6

Energy from CH4 [J] 16,279.7 14,652 11,395.8 8139.8 6511.9 0
Energy from H2 [J] 0 1628.0 4883.9 8139.8 9767.8 16,279.7

Total Energy [J] 18,296 18,563 18,536 18,371 18,324 18,196

In Figure 10, the curves of the rate of heat release are plotted by comparing the
numerical result with the experimental data [24] for the first test case with methane/air. As
mentioned, although the used fuels do not coincide exactly, the numerical trend obtained is
similar to the experimental one. Indeed, the timing of the combustion development was
fairly reproduced. A two-stage shape of the curve was detected in the numerical simulation
as well. The first peak, due to the pilot ignition, and especially the equal rise rate mean that
the spray evolution and ignition were adequately reproduced. The second phase, due to
methane oxidation, can be considered globally acceptable since the order of magnitude of
the numerical ROHR is close to the experimental one for all the oxidation duration.

This encouraging outcome led to test new blends, gradually replacing methane with
hydrogen and verifying the effect on combustion and emissions. The global equivalence
ratio was kept almost constant at 0.5 for all the presented cases.

Despite the constant energy supply, in Figure 11, it is possible to observe that the
substitution of part of the methane with hydrogen causes a progressive enhancement of
pressure and temperature peaks and rise rates.

For a better presentation, in Figure 12, the chemical heat release is illustrated for only
three blends. On the contrary, in Figure 13, the correspondent accumulated heat release is
displayed for simulated cases. From both figures, it is possible to observe that the increase
of the percentage of hydrogen leads to a decrease of the combustion duration, mainly due
to the higher reactivity of this fuel including high burning velocity and LHV. In particular,
hydrogen significantly affects the ignition phase and, hence, the consequent heat release.
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Figure 12. Chemical heat release for three different blends.

Furthermore, it is necessary to indicate that in all cases, including the 100% CH4, the
total energy of the fuels is released during combustion; in Figure 13, all cases reach 18 kJ at
the end of the simulation, as reported in Table 8. This means that despite the load not being
the full one, an efficient combustion is still achievable for different load levels in this type
of engine, explaining the success of dual fuel technology in the maritime field.

To better understand the combustion development of the HRF and LRF fuels, the
images in Figure 14 show the dispersion of diesel vapor in the cylinder for the two extreme
test cases (100% CH4 and 100% H2): in the case with air/hydrogen mixture, the vapor
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amount occupies a greater volume with higher penetration. This can be explained by the
lower density and higher diffusivity of hydrogen that allow a higher diffusion of diesel
vapor as well. However, this feature can lead to slightly retarded ignition of the mixture but
is later compensated by the higher velocity of H2 oxidation [54,55], explaining the trends
observed in Figure 12.
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The equivalence ratio and temperature distributions at 7.5 BTDC, i.e., before mixture
ignition, in Figures 15 and 16 confirm the different behavior of diesel vapor by varying the
CH4/H2 ratio and the different ignition timing in the two cases. In particular, Figure 16
makes evident the high thermal diffusivity of hydrogen. At 7.5◦ BTDC, the combustion has
just started, but a higher level of temperature has already involved the bulk mass consisting
of a perfectly premixed combination of air and hydrogen.

In Figure 17, the chemical heat reaction rate distribution at 5◦ BTDC (at this crank
angle, hydrogen starts to burn) is represented for three blends: the diesel reactivity is
clearly higher in the case of a mixture with pure methane (100% CH4). Such outcomes are
confirmed by Figure 18: the trends of the fuels demonstrate a faster diesel consumption in
this last case, as well as a slightly delayed ignition of the hydrogen in respect to methane.
Once the oxidation of the hydrogen-based mixture begins, combustion develops rapidly, as
already discussed for Figures 12 and 13. These considerations are in accordance with those
already present in literature, for instance as demonstrated in References [56,57], meaning
that the model is capable of describing the phenomena within the cylinder.
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As already observed in Figure 11b, the increasing percentage of H2 in the mixture
leads not only to higher peaks of temperature, but also to mean temperature levels of the
mass involved in the combustion [55]. Temperature contours reported in Figure 19 show
that in the region where diesel fuel has been injected, wider zones at higher temperature
are achieved. Also, the higher reactivity of hydrogen is evidenced at 2.5 and 10◦ ATDC
because it is possible to observe a sort of flame front that divides the high temperature
region that is gradually limited with the decreasing presence of H2, from the unburned
zone. Furthermore, the NO species distributions reported in Figure 20 for the same crank
angle degrees and cases of Figure 19 are evidence of the strong link between temperature
and nitrogen oxides. Higher concentrations of NO can be found in correspondence of
temperature peaks. Figures 21 and 22 explain why: although hydrogen leads to important
benefits regarding CO2 emissions, its usage is usually limited in terms of percentage due to
the increase of NOx emissions, as reported in several papers [58–62]. In fact, as hydrogen is
added or substituted, temperature and pressure increase due to its high speed of burning
and a sufficient presence of oxygen being able to produce more NOx [29,56]. As a matter of
fact, if an EGR system is not adopted, the emissions of NOx increase with hydrogen; but,
on the other hand, since hydrogen is a carbon-free fuel whose combustion generates only
water, a significant reduction of CO2 emissions can be obtained. In fact, the CO2 emissions
for the case of 100% H2 is due almost exclusively to the injected pilot fuel (n-C12H26).
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Finally, the attenuation of CO and UHC pollutants in Figures 23 and 24 refers to the
gaseous state of hydrogen and to the non-existence of carbon in the hydrogen
structure [63,64]. Although regulations relating to marine transportation do not take
these emissions into account, this result confirms the advantages of hydrogen fuel.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, a numerical study of a combustion process in a dual fuel marine engine
was presented. The engine is fuelled with natural gas through the intake port and with
diesel oil by a direct high-pressure injector. The combustion model was tuned with reference
to the experimental dataset from scientific literature. This included various operating
conditions at a rotational speed of 1000 rpm, and different engine loads and timings of direct
injection. For 3D simulation, a specific operating condition at medium load was chosen.
The CFD calculations were performed by using the ANSYS Forte® software (version 19.2).
Early on, a premixed methane mixture was considered and then was gradually replaced
with hydrogen: five types of mixtures were tested by varying the energy contribution of
the hydrogen (from 10% to 100%), evaluating the main characteristic variables that describe
the combustion development and the polluting emissions.

To better reproduce the ignition timing, a new kinetic mechanism from literature,
which considers low-temperature reactions, was used and coupled into the CFD framework
code. This reduced scheme was merged with GRIMECH 3.0 via ANSYS Chemkin-Pro®

software to predict diesel/methane/hydrogen oxidation. This new kinetics scheme allowed
for adequately reproducing the ignition timing for the various mixtures used. The resulting
combustion behavior was analysed in detail with respect to methane/hydrogen ratio. In
particular, the ignition timing of mixtures varies according to the hydrogen content and the
density of the mixture, acting on the evolution of the vapor of the HRF fuel which triggers
the ignition.
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The observation of distributions inside the cylinder of diesel vapor and its equivalence
ratio allows to understand the trend of the heat release rate that rises from diesel auto-
ignition in the most reactive mixtures and propagates to the surrounding areas. It is evident
that the diesel vapor placement influences the subsequent oxidation of the mixture and,
further, in the cases with a higher hydrogen amount, the thermal diffusivity increases,
also noted by more homogeneous temperature distribution during the low-temperature
combustion phase. These conditions slow down the combustion of the area occupied by
the diesel fuel and, consequently, the ignition start of the hydrogen-based mixture.

Finally, based on the results obtained, light was shed on the increase of the nitrogen
oxides amount if high hydrogen content is present in the premixed charge. The benefits in
terms of CO2 and unburned hydrocarbons were also evaluated.

As a summary, the final emissions of NOx and CO2 are reported in the trade-off
diagram in Figure 25 as a function of H2 percentage. The 54% decrease in the amount of
CO2 allows for the current stringent requirements to be satisfied in terms of GHG at the
expense of the increase in NOx. The unacceptable values referring to recent regulations [5]
and the limit are better identified in Figure 26 for the engine and the operating condition
under investigation.
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A certain degree of uncertainty should be accounted for because no experimental data
are available in the operative conditions adopted and the model could overestimate such
values. However, the trends seem in accordance with the outcomes from literature [31],
demonstrating that NOx can increase by 76%, going from 0 to 100% hydrogen content in
the mixture.

It should be highlighted that in the calculations, neither EGR nor exhaust abatement
systems are taken into account that are necessary to contain such pollutants in the exhaust.
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Nevertheless, the existence of the opposite trends of CO2 and NOx implies a rational choice
of the H2 percentage in the mixture that can be based on several factors such as: operating
conditions, performance, efficiency, and emissions. Also, it has not been determined that a
fixed percentage of hydrogen in the premixed charge can be kept constant by varying the
load level.

In conclusion, the presented approach demonstrated to be quite a reliable tool to
predict the performance of an engine working under dual fuel mode with hydrogen-based
blends, while its consistency remains to be verified under different operating conditions in
terms of diesel injection timing and pressure, which play a major role in determining the
combustion phase. Furthermore, as the next development of that approach, an appropriate
flame propagation description will be embedded in the model, with the aim of refining the
prediction of heat release rate.
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Abbreviations

ATDC After Top Dead Center
BMEP Brake Mean Effective Pressure
BTDC Before Top Dead Center
CAD Crank Angle Degree
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DF Dual Fuel
DPF Diesel Particulate Filters
ECA Emission Control Area
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
ER Equivalence Ratio
EVC Exhaust Valve Closing
EVO Exhaust Valve Opening
GHG Greenhouse Gas
GWP Global Warming Potential
HFO Heavy Fuel Oils
HRF High Reactivity Fuels
IMEP Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
IMO International Maritime Organization
IVC Intake Valve Closing
IVO Intake Valve Opening
KHRT Kelvin–Helmholtz/Rayleigh–Taylor
LHV Lower Heating Value
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
LRF Low Reactivity Fuels
NG Natural Gas
NOx Nitrogen Oxide
PM Particulate Metter
RANS Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes
ROHR Rate of Heat Release
RP Premixed Ratio
SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction
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SOx Sulfur Oxide
SOC Start of Combustion
SOI Start of Injection
TDC Top Dead Center
UHC Unburned Hydrocarbon
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